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Lazer Z1 helmet £199.99
Only very recently
launched, we’ve
had a sample
on test for a few
months and it has
proved to be
excellent.
RECOMMENDED_
Lazer has
tweaked the fit to make it slightly
more European so it’s longer and
thinner than other Lazer helmets
— and it’s a big improvement.
At a nudge over 200 grams, the
weight is competitive but it’s the

additional features that make the
Z1 a winner to us. Lazer is
pioneering the Rollsys and T-Pro
protection systems to increase
safety rather than chase down
every last gram.
As you’d expect from a helmet
with this number of vents, cooling
is on a par with other comparable
lids, while the straps use a guide
that manages to perform that
simple task that so few seem able
to achieve — and that’s to hold the
straps flat to the head. MH
Contact www.madison.co.uk

Gaerne G.Chrono Plus £280
The G.Chrono Plus shoes sit at
the top of the range of Gaerne’s
cycling shoes and are pretty
feature-packed. The ‘EPS Carbon
Fibre Sole’ is incredibly stiff and
very thin, which coupled with a
slim insole makes for a minimal
_
RECOMMENDED stack height which is good for
increased pedalling efficiency. The microfibre
upper is well ventilated and very light and the Boa
L5 fastening system allows a very even and
infinitely adjustable fit.
In use, the light (556g per pair for the size 43)
G.Chronos were as stiff and as comfortable as you
would expect of a top-end race shoe. The carbon
heel cup is very deep and, with the Boa lacing,
provides an excellent fit. I never experienced heel
lift, even when sprinting hard, and I never
experienced any hot spots across the foot despite
having them fastened good and tight, only a
slightly flat insole blotted their copybook. Sure
they aren’t cheap but they compare well with their
rivals and look pretty classy in the matt black or
white colour schemes. Overall one of the best
race shoes this tester has ever used. BS
Contact www.hotlines-uk.com

Rapha Arm Warmers £40

King Cage Iris stainless steel £15.99

A long time in the making, but after
several adjustments and revisions,
the 2014 version of Rapha’s Arm
Warmer is commendably close to
perfection.
Made from Roubaix fabric, the
built-in elasticity means they grip
RECOMMENDED_ and follow the contours of the arm
well while providing a good level of warmth. Silicone
grippers only appear on the inside (we’d prefer to
see them on the outside too to prevent sleeves riding
up), and we love the text written into the gripper
encouraging you to make sure the sleeve covers the
top of the arm-warmer.
Rapha has hit gold with its latest arm-warmer
design and construction and with three available
sizes, finding the perfect fit is easy. MH
Contact www.rapha.cc

The clever upside-down design
of the Iris means that bottle
access on smaller frames is much
improved with the only drawback
being that the bottle can need a
bit of a waggle to release from the
cage’s tenacious grip. That said,
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this will always be the trade-off for the
astonishing grip these tyres provide.
We’re really impressed with the
balance that Rubena has struck and feel
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Fizik Superlight bar
tape £13.99

Rubena Syrinx Racing Pro £24.95
The Syrinx, from
Czech manufacturer
Rubena, is pitched
as a training tyre so
we’ve been pleasantly
surprised by its
HIGHLY
wet and dry
RECOMMENDED_ performance and
excellent rolling resistance.
The tyres have a claimed weight of
470g, which is definitely on the heavy
side, but consequently puncture resistance is very good and even after nearly
1,000 miles there are no noticeable cuts
in the tyre — rare for miles accumulated
in the Surrey Hills. The medium silica
compound is starting to show signs
of wear, particularly on the rear, but

with just over 1,000 miles’ use, the
seat tube-mounted cage managed
to release the bottle twice. While
the poor road surface didn’t help,
we’d say the fact that there is no
upper ‘latch’ certainly played a
part. We were also a little annoyed
that the packaging stated
that it wouldn’t mark the
bottle and while not
anywhere near as bad
as aluminium, it was
still marked.
We love the price,
the slender design
and the access it
allows but were still
left with a couple of
niggles and so docked
the Iris a couple of
points. DS
Contact www.evolutionimports.co.uk

that both the RRP and the wear rate are
a small price to pay for such a superb
all-round tyre. DS
Contact
www.rubenacycle.co.uk
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Listed as just 2mm thick, Fizik’s
Superlight bar tape is made from
MicroTex and manages to combine being
incredibly thin with enough flexibility to
give a good fit.
Unlike a few other lightweight
alternatives, it doesn’t feel like
you’re going to snap it while fitting, which in turn means you can
get enough force to make those
crucial corners without leaving
edges that pick up or snag. With
27 different options — most of which
match the company’s saddles — there
should be something for everyone.
A thinner tape you’ll struggle to find
and from our experience it’s possible
to get a very tidy finish. The white
without logo version offers plenty of
friction for decent grip with gloves but

if you prefer your summer
rides glove-free, you may want to think
twice as this tape really isn’t too kind to
bare skin. MH
Contact www.extrauk.co.uk
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